Technology Tips for Travelers

Before you travel

Contact tech support BEFORE you travel
We recommend contacting your local IT support provider to ask if a sanitized loaner computer and/or mobile device is available for use while traveling.

✅ Back up your laptop

- If you are using MIT’s CrashPlan service, verify that backups have run successfully. Use the CrashPlan web interface to inspect backed up files.
- If you are using another backup solution, such as Apple’s TimeMachine, launch the client on your computer and run a backup before your trip begins.

✅ Back up your mobile device

- You may want to synchronize your smartphone or tablet with your computer or verify that you are synchronizing it with iCloud (for iOS devices) or Google (for Android devices) before you leave. See the following knowledgebase articles on backup for iOS and Android devices.

✅ Secure your computer...

- If you have not already done so, register your laptop with the MIT Police, and make a note of the STOP tag number.
- Make a note of the serial numbers of all your devices, and keep a copy of that information somewhere at MIT, so you or your colleagues can provide the information to law enforcement if your devices are stolen.
- For more tips, see How do I protect my laptop while traveling?

✅ ... and its data

- Avoid taking sensitive data unless absolutely necessary.

- If you have sensitive data on your machine, make sure full disk encryption is installed.
- Ensure your computer does not automatically log you in when it powers up, and ensure a screensaver/wake-from-sleep password is set before allowing you access to your machine.
- See Encryption at MIT for more information, as well as the international considerations section of this page.
- If traveling with a non-sanitized laptop, we recommend running a scan with Identity Finder to find any Personally Identifiable Information.

✅ Test your software

- Ensure that your anti-virus and malware detection software is up to date. IS&T’s recommended security suite is Sophos.
- Test your connection to the MIT Virtual Private Network (VPN). IS&T recommends the using the VPN client whenever you are connected to a public WiFi network (for example, in a hotel or coffee shop). For more information, see Install and Run the Cisco AnyConnect Secure
Mobility VPN Client.

- If you will be using any other software or apps during your travels, take a moment to ensure they are up to date and working correctly.

✅ Plan for connectivity

- Find out whether you will have wireless Internet connectivity at your destination. If you will only have wired Ethernet connectivity, make sure you bring an Ethernet cable and any adapters your computer may require.
- Verify whether or not you will have cellular voice and data service at your destination. Contact your cellular provider to determine what charges, if any, will be incurred for roaming or to determine whether a short-term international plan is available (See the international section of this page for more information).
- Use Eduroam. Eduroam wireless networks, providing the same level of security as MIT SECURE, are available at thousands of educational and research institutions in the U.S. and over 70 countries.
  - US locations
  - Global overview map

✅ Check all necessary chargers and cables

- Make sure you have chargers and cables for all your devices.
- Are you giving a presentation? Bring the cables and adapters that connect your computer to a projector.
- If you're traveling internationally, make sure you have any necessary adapters. Even if your charger is dual-voltage, you will likely still need an adapter to connect to other power sockets.

✅ Update voicemail greetings and e-mail auto-responders

- You may wish to set an Out-of-Office reply for email that informs people you will have limited e-mail access and/or directs people to contact your assistant or colleague.
- MIT’s Unity voicemail system supports extended-absence greetings to let callers know you may not respond to voicemail messages.
- For safety reasons, consider limiting what details you include in these messages. See What should I put in my Out of Office message? for more information.

✅ Have a "Plan B"

- Make sure you have another way to access your data or give a presentation if your laptop breaks.
- If you are traveling internationally, obtain the customer service phone number for your mobile provider in your destination country.
- If your laptop is currently covered by a warranty, you may also wish to find out how to obtain repair service while traveling internationally. For example, is there an Apple Store near your destination? What is the telephone number for hardware/software service in your destination country?

While traveling

✅ Never leave your device unattended

- Never leave your laptop or mobile device unattended, especially in public locations such as airports or cafés. If you must leave your laptop in your hotel room, make use of an in-room safe, or use a cable lock.

✅ Whenever possible use the MIT VPN client

- Whenever possible, start a connection to the MIT VPN when using public network connections, however...
- Some countries may restrict types of traffic, certain internet destinations, and technologies you can legally use, including connecting via a VPN. When traveling to such destinations always inform yourself of applicable laws and restrictions, and obey them. For more information about specific destinations:
  - Consult the U.S. State Department’s country database
  - Consider enrolling in MIT’s International S.O.S. Program managed through MIT’s Office of Insurance
    - Information about MIT’s International S.O.S. membership
    - International S.O.S. MIT Program Portal
    - International S.O.S. provides important emergency services while you travel, and also maintains a help line for detailed advice on specific countries, local customs and laws, and restrictions you might encounter.

✅ Check your mobile device settings

- If you’re traveling internationally, consider disabling the International Data feature in your smartphone or tablet, as roaming charges can accumulate quickly.

After you travel
Perform a full virus-scan of your computer

- Upon your return, perform a full virus-scan of your computer, particularly before exporting any data from your laptop.

Reset any e-mail automatic replies or voicemail greetings

- If you previously set an "Out of Office" automatic reply, remember to disable it once you're regularly checking e-mail again.
- If you previously set an "alternative greeting" on your voicemail box, remember to disable it or switch to your default greeting once you're regularly checking voicemail again.

International travel considerations

- Contact your cellular provider to determine whether your voice and data service will be available in your destination country, and what charges will be incurred for international roaming. Alternatively, you can arrange for a loaner or pre-paid cellular phone when you arrive at your destination.
  - Your mobile device may allow you to switch SIM cards. You can often buy a pre-paid SIM card in your destination country, which may be more cost-effective than paying roaming charges. Your mobile device must be "unlocked" in order to switch SIM cards. Contact your cellular provider for more information.
- International cellular service may impact the behavior of Duo two-factor authentication. See Duo for International Travelers.
- If your trip involves a border crossing, special rules and considerations may apply. These can vary widely by destination. In general, be aware that when crossing a border your laptop and electronic devices may be searched and handled by individuals other than yourself.
  - You may be asked to provide passwords to your devices by local authorities. If you frequently access remote resources such as cloud storage services or web services on MIT campus, make sure passwords for those are not stored on your laptop or in your browser.
  - For some destinations you may want to consider bringing a laptop or mobile device borrowed and provisioned especially for your trip, which only contains the data and software you will need while abroad. This device should then be wiped of all content upon your return.
- Certain travel destinations are reputed to conduct routine surveillance of electronic transactions, including email correspondence, web browsing history, financial transactions and phone conversations.
  - When traveling to areas with a reputation for monitoring communications, consider setting up a temporary email account used for the duration of the trip and known only to a few individuals.
  - If you are using your regular email address, set an account password which will be used only for the duration of the trip. Limit communications by email and phone to those who understand that conversations may be monitored, and should not contain sensitive data or information. Advise those trying to reach you (see Update voicemail greetings and e-mail auto-responders) that you'll have unreliable communications while traveling, and direct them to an alternate email address or phone number which will be staffed by an individual at your home location
- Certain types of technical data and software fall under additional restrictions. See Export Controls for Travelers

For an exhaustive list of security, data protection, and privacy information with specific details for particular destinations please take a look at the Security Tips for Traveling Abroad pages maintained by EDUCAUSE, linked in the Resources section below.

Resources

- Internet2 Security Tips for Traveling Abroad
  This collection of guides and resources contains the best how-to and advice pages from higher education institutions and the US Government.
- How do I protect my laptop while traveling?
  This article in the Knowledge Base goes into detail on how to protect your laptop during your trip, and resources such as insurance you can use to recover from issues.
- Mobile Devices
  This collection of services and resources outline how to protect your phone or tablet, secure the data contained on these devices, and what to do if your device is lost or stolen.
- Best practices for securing your data overseas from MIT School of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences
- MIT’s Travel Policy and Travel Resources pages
  These resources are maintained by the Office of the Vice President of Finance (VPF) as part of the VPF Travel Site at http://vpf.mit.edu/travel
- MIT Information Protection and Sensitive Data
This site talks about MIT's sensitive data policies (not specific to travel) and resources you can use to protect data on your computer.

- **Export Controls for Travelers**
  Regulations affecting members of the MIT community provided by the Office of Sponsored Programs.

- **SLIDES (pdf): Jan 2014 ICC presentation**
  - Technology Tips for Travelers, Jonathan Reed (IS&T), David Quimby (OSP)
  - Safety: ISOS, High-Risk Travel, Sandy Mitchell, Sarah Voigt (Insurance)
  - Travel Clinic: Health Considerations, Dr. Howard Heller (Medical)
  - EHS Concerns, Lou DiBerardinis (EHS)
  - Travel Policies and Money Matters, Kara Byrne Sechrist (VPF)

- **VIDEO: Jan 2014 ICC presentation (50 min)**

- **IS&T News articles on traveling with technology**
  - IS&T News: Tips for Traveling with your Mobile Phone
  - IS&T News: Travel Safely with Your Laptop

- A great Trip Advisor article on cell phones in Japan